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Abstract
A half century has passed since Japan began an

industrialization of nuclear energy. The nuclear
industries of today have a variety of branches and each
industry functions independently. Young professionals
need opportunities for communications .among
industries, utilities and institutes, and also nuclear
experts.

We, young professionals, are in the motion of
organizing the "Young Generation Network (YGN) of
Japan," and also foresee to organize "YGN in Asia" in
the future.

Introduction
A half century has passed since Japan first began

the industrialization of nuclear energy, and nuclear
safety is believed to be established.

Japan has experienced several accidents in recent
years. After a critical accident at a uranium conversion
plant, a new organization for supplementing safety
review for the entire Japanese nuclear institutions, the
Nuclear Safety Network, was established in December
9, 1999. Almost all nuclear industries, utilities, and
research institutes are participating in this network.

A cause of prime importance of these accidents is
an enfeeblement of the Japanese nuclear industry. As
a result of a worldwide nuclear bashing culture, interests
to the nuclear technologies have been decreased.
Progressive students intend to lose interest in nuclear
generation technologies, and professionals in nuclear
industries tend to lose their pride and sense of
responsibility.

Nuclear safety can be obtained not only by
technological advancement, but also by the
responsibility of human beings. The people's
understandings of the nuclear generation can be
obtained only by the results of nuclear safety.

In fact, the nuclear industries of today have
varieties of branches from uranium mining, conversion,
enrichment, reprocessing, plutonium management,
waste management, transportation, etc., each industry
functioning independently. Consequently there are less
and less opportunities for communications among
industries, utilities, and institutes.

We, young professionals, have a serious necessity
to create opportunities to communicate beyond the
barrier of organizations. We have built a free discussion
meeting since April 1998. The young nuclear
professionals of different fields are voluntarily
gathering frequently in order to get to know each other,
to openly discuss, and each meeting we invite our
predecessors. Our speakers are highly experienced
nuclear experts. We believe that because of these
meetings communication between young professionals
and experts are established.

2. The Young Generation Network of Japan
The young professionals are participating in this

free discussion meeting voluntarily, but participants of
this meeting are still limited in certain areas of Tokyo
and Tokai region. Therefore we are now in motion to
construct a more widely organized and officially
recognized group, namely "Young Generation Network
(YGN) of Japan."

Through this YGN, we seek to emphasize
communications between young professionals,
students, and experts of whole Japanese region, and
also with foreign young professionals.

3. Young Generation Network of Asia
The necessity of nuclear technologies is growing

in the Asian region including South East Asia. Since
the nuclear problem is worldwide, it is necessary to
have a network in the Asian region. We hope to
collaborate with other Asian young professionals in
order to organize the YGN of Asia.

1. Free Discussion Meeting of Young
Professionals

The reason we have chosen to be nuclear
professionals in this era of nuclear ordeal is to overcome
the difficulties lying beyond the 21st century. These
are problems such as plutonium management,
environmental impacts, and radioactive waste.

Conclusion
We recognize that the most efficient means to

reactivate nuclear industries is communication, and
technological advancement can also be a result.

It is up to us to make this circumstance, and to
create a new nuclear generation.
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